
Rocking Potato™ is an Eco-friendly toy brand with a goal to provide organic toys which 
are classic yet has a western look and will be loved by every parent and their child.

Since Wooden toys are open-ended toys, it increases the child’s imaginative skills and 
therefore helps in your little one’s development. 

Our unique range of toys for toddlers and infants focuses on everlasting designs, while 
embracing new innovative ideas and fashionable color palettes that look wonderful in 
any home décor environment.

Rocking Potato™ toys are both creatively designed and eco-friendly. All our toys and 
baby accessories are manufactured in INDIA.
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Baby play gyms help strengthen grasping 
and reaching reflexes by encouraging 
newborns to grasp hanging toys in a baby 
gym. By doing this they learn to hold 
objects and develop a visual understanding 
of what they are holding. It also builds an 
understanding of cause and effect as they 
wiggle and shake toys. 

Baby Activity Play Gyms

BAG_PLAIN                                                                         BAG_RBNS
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Baby Activity Play Gyms

BAG_RBU 

BAG_CANMLS 

Colorful Hangings.

Perfect baby shower gift.

New Born gift. 

Crochet Hangings with high 
quality cotton yarn.

Carefully selected colors for 
baby.
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Baby Activity Play Gyms

Toys hanging perfect for your child’s grip

Easy portability helps to use it in any room 
in the house

Each toy is removable and can be used as 
stroller or car seat toy.

Non Toxic and eco-friendly.

Easy to maintain and clean.

Easy to assemble and sturdy design.

BAG_CDSRT 

BAG_FANMLS 
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Baby Activity Play Gyms

100% safe felt hangings.

Wooden Teethers hangings.

Many more new designs in making * 

BAG_FCLDS 

BAG_NATUR 
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Baby Activity Play Gyms

First Time in India - ARCH Baby activity play gym

Designed to suite your Child’s Nursery.

100% Crafted and Hand made in India.

Easy to assemble.

ABAG_CDSRT 

ABAG_FCLD                                                                                                                    

ABAG_COCEAN 
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Baby Activity Play Gyms

100% safe felt and crochet hangings.

So many Options !!!

ABAG_MIX 

ABAG_CANMLS 

ABAG_FANMLS 8



Baby Activity Play Gyms

First Time in India -Baby Teepee activity play gym.

Modern look makes it stand apart from other designs.

Only Suitable for 0-6 months old.

BTP-FCLDS                                                                                                                    BTP-FANMLS
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Wooden Crochet Rattles

Rattle is a first toy for any baby. Rocking Potato™ Rattle cum teether is made of high 
quality Beechwood. The colorful crochet balls are made of cotton yarn. It gives the 
baby a tactile sensory experience.

TR-A
TR-B

TR-D                                    TR-F
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Wooden Crochet Rattles

WCRB               TR_BR

WRCT                    GB
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Wooden Crochet Rattles

MARASCUS                                                                                                          EGG SHAKERS
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Two colorful Wooden Egg shakers and Marascus promotes fine and gross motor 
skills in baby. These are used for babies  3+ months old when they start reaching 
and grabbing things. It can be a great gift for a mom to be or when you go for the 
first time to see the baby. It’s an ideal toy to capture your baby’s attention. It helps 
develop your kids to explore sound music and develop a sense of rhythm. It rattles 
nicely when shaken. Its hand painted with non-toxic paint and is comfortable to 
grip.



Sensory Toys

Baby learns to grasp things from 3 months onwards. These toys encourages grasping skills in 

the baby. The different colors provide with tactile and visual sensory development of the baby. 

CCB                          RT

TR-RING                          CRB
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Wooden Teethers

Our natural wooden teethers are made of non-toxic, non-splintering and are simply safe for 
your little one. This handmade teether is made from high quality natural beech wood. It 
relieves the baby’s dental discomfort and prevent baby from grabbing and biting other 
objects. 
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COMBOS- GIFT SET

These Montessori toys promote 
fine motor and gross motor 
development and are very 
satisfying for babies. They are 
used from about 3 months 
onward when babies begin to 
reach for and grab things. It can 
be a great baby shower gift or 
when you go for the first time to 
see the baby.

MG-2                                                                                                                            MG-1
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Push and Pull Toys

Rocking Potato™ baby Push cart helps babies to develop their 
imagination and creative skills. It is a Sit to play Stand to walk 
toy. It encourages baby to walk more once she has started to 
take her first steps. Makes her feel confident and encourages 
her to take her toys with her in the toy storage. 

Perfect role play toy.

PC-BLUE
PC-CYLW 16



Push and Pull Toys

Rocking Potato™ Wooden Hobby Horse stick – First time in India

Make a Happy Little Hobbyhorse to go out and play with! This lovely lifelike stick horse is perfect for 
children. The horse stick will be any kid’s favorite toy as they grow older. Hand-crafted horse head, 
sturdy wooden stick, nurture the baby’s practical ability, developing their balance, a good helper for 
parent-child interaction. 17



Classic Toys

Rocking Potato’s Classic toys are one of the favorites among kids. These games are an excellent way of developing 
bonding and solidarity between children. It also helps to inculcate alertness, improves hand-eye coordination, precision & 
concentration, and sharpens observation skills which add to their mental abilities. 

PT3
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Rockers

Our Stylish Rocking Horses makes a unique gift for boys or girls. 
They will have so much fun pretending to gallop on their horse.
It is great for indoor or outdoor play.
Heirloom-quality- never go out of style

RU                                                                                           RH
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Accessories

Strollers- Pram- Bassinet- crib- Baby gym hanging toys – Crochet & Felt series
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Baby Mirrors

Watching your baby discover their reflection is such a fun milestone, and this acrylic 
mirror is here to make the experience extra adorable. 
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Crochet Toys

Crochet Unicorn and Bee rattle crochet  toys from Rocking Potato are 100% 
handmade item, made from cotton yarn.
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Rocking Potato™ - brand of 
Swayanka Consulting Pvt ltd ( OPC)
Ahmedabad Gujarat 380051
+91-8652574054  / 9920358348

Find us on social media

@rockingpotato
www.rockingpotato.com
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